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1/8” Mounting Aircraft Cable
(ML2000-AC-1/8”-X)
X = Specify Length, 300’ Max.

Cable Lock
(ML2000-CL-1/8”)
(L: 3”, W: 3/8”, H: 1-1/8”)

SPECIFICATIONS
MATERIAL 302 / 304 Stainless Steel

SIZE 1/8” (0.125”) Diameter

COATING Uncoated

MINIMUM BREAK STRENGTH 1700 lbs

RATING Outdoor

WEIGHT 0.007 lbs per foot

INSTALLATION

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Commercial grade, multi-purpose cable for reliable suspension of MarketLITE products.
• Available in rolls of specified length up to 300’.
• Suitable for use with cable locks (ML2000-CL-1/8”) or other mounting hardware (by others).
   Refer to installation instructions to see details on acceptable mounting hardware.

2. Loop the other end of the Mounting Aircraft Cable through Cable Lock and mounting
       hardware (by others).

4. Hang light string onto Mounting Aircraft Cable, then install bulbs to sockets.

5. After load is suspended, use the cable tensioner (by others) to eliminate any undesired
      slack in the cable. Set both locking pins on each Cable Lock, then trim excess cable and
      leave a minimum of 3” of slack on the exiting cable.

Note: Refer to installation instructions for more detailed explanations of mounting light
           string, installing end cap, and mounting hardware.

3. Use a cable tensioner (by others) to create tension along the cable, then install locking
       pins to set the cable lock.

1. Fasten one end of the Mounting Aircraft Cable to mounting hardware (by others) using
      wire rope clamps or cable ferrules (by others).

Cable Tensioner (By Others) Locking Pin

Locking Pin


